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“This, Not That”
There is a popular
movement that came from a
Men’s Health magazine article by David Zinczenko and
Matt Goulding that has come
to be known as “Eat This, Not
That!”. The franchise that
encourages better health
choices has expanded to let
us know the healthier options when shopping, cooking
and eating out. They even
have one for kids!
Quite a few years ago
– quite a few, the Apostle
Paul wrote a letter to Jude
that we’ve spent some time
already looking at. In it, he
gives some scary (v.5-7) and
sound (v.8-16) advice. First,
the scary. Those who had
dwelt in the Promised Land
before (v.7) and after (v.5)
were not safe from selfdestruction just because they
“had arrived”. And even
more shocking, the angels
who could not keep to “their
own domain” fell in sin and
self-destruction.
These should have
been witness-enough to
Jude’s audience and ourselves as well. Yet, we find
that a little comfort and familiarity will undo the best of
us. So, Paul pulls no punches
as he lists for them the selfinflicted struggles they seem

to be going through which
will not only bring ruin to
them, but the Church as well.
They:
 Defile the flesh
 Reject authority
 Revile angelic majesties
This is heavy stuff that
Paul compares to some of
the grievous events of Old
Testament history.
 The way of Cain (open
rebellion)
 The error of Balaam
(worldly dabbling with
the occult)
 The rebellion of Korah
(pride of any kind, but
especially among the
fellowship)
What if we could
make better choices? What if
we could step back and look
at things in a way that made
better sense and just do the
right thing? Well, we can’t!
Not on our own, at
least. If we remember that
Paul had prayed for Jude that
mercy, peace and love be
multiplied to them – we
should remember that the
One who multiplied these to
him was and is always God.
So, as we consider a
“This, Not That!” scenario for
our own lives, remember to
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invite the all-powerful, lifegiving God who loved us,
kept us and called us (the
steps to the dance coming
back to you, yet?) into the
reordering of our priorities
and lives.
Consider these:
 Sanctified, not defiled
(v.8)
 Governable, not rebellious (v.8)
 Commending,
not
blaspheming (v.8)
 Serving, not selfish
(v.12-13)
 Grateful, not grumbling (v.16)
Sounds a lot like Jesus, doesn’t it? Let’s move a
little more in the positive direction of inviting the Holy
Spirit more, and more often,
to help us to become more
Christ-like.
Which will you start
working with God on this
month?
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